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Welcome to Piper Alderman’s bulletin looking at competition and
consumer law. In this bulletin we seek to inform on developments
in these areas of law and trade practices generally.
February 2015
Federal Court finds franchisor’s
conduct not so squeaky clean
In late January, Justice Murphy handed
down a scathing judgement against South
East Melbourne Cleaning (in Liquidation),
formerly known as Coverall Cleaning Concepts South
East Melbourne, finding that Coverall engaged in
unconscionable and misleading conduct, and that it
had contravened the Franchising Code in relation to two
of its franchisees, and also that Coverall’s sole owner
and director was involved in the conduct and liable to
compensate the franchisees. Partner, Anne Freeman
reviews the decision.

Innovative arguments by Innovator
The Federal Court has ordered Pharmacor
to provide preliminary discovery to
GlaxoSmithKline Australia of evidence
regarding Osteomol 665, a competitor of
GSK’s Panadol Osteo, including documents lodged in
support of Pharmacor’s application for Therapeutic Goods
Administration approval of Ostemol 665. The Court
granted the application on the basis that it would allow
GSK to determine whether to bring proceedings against
Pharmacor under the Australian Consumer Law. Lawyer,
Leonora Tyers reviews the decision, which is seen as a
positive for innovators trying to halt the listing of generic
products.
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Boycott on site - The ACCC gives
priority to the CFMEU
Dispute Resolution Senior Associate,
Ben Hartley looks at the ACCC’s recent
announcement to target the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union through Federal Court
proceedings alleging a secondary boycott at various
building sites around Melbourne, as well as the ACCC’s
other priorities in 2015.
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Federal Court finds franchisor’s conduct not so
squeaky clean
In late January, Justice Murphy handed down a scathing judgement against South
East Melbourne Cleaning (in Liquidation), formerly known as Coverall Cleaning
Concepts South East Melbourne, finding that Coverall engaged in unconscionable
and misleading conduct, and that it had contravened the Franchising Code in
relation to two of its franchisees, and also that Coverall’s sole owner and director
was involved in the conduct and liable to compensate the franchisees. Partner, Anne
Freeman reviews the decision.
Background
In the period January 2013 to September
2014, Coverall Cleaning Concepts South
East Melbourne (Coverall) operated a
commercial cleaning franchise business.
Coverall negotiated cleaning contracts
with commercial businesses and its
franchisees provided the relevant cleaning
services, with Coverall deducting fees of
14 percent of the gross billings for the
cleaning work from the amounts payable
to the franchisees. Coverall promised
franchisees a guaranteed minimum
monthly amount of gross billings for a
nominated up-front acquisition price.
One of the franchisees, Mr Eliaser,
purchased a franchise plan for $28,150,
made up of cash and a loan from
Coverall. From October 2103 until
April 2014, Mr Eliaser provided cleaning
services to Coverall’s customers, for
which Coverall was paid in full, yet he
only was paid a fraction of what he was
entitled, and was not provided with the
guaranteed billings. Coverall also charged
Mr Eliaser a sales and marketing fee.
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A second franchisee, Mr Patel, paid $24,000
for his franchise plan, paid partly by cash
and by a loan from Coverall. Like Mr Eliaser,
he provided cleaning services for which
Coverall was paid by its customers but only
received a part payment from Coverall. He
was not paid the guaranteed billings. When
Mr Patel sought to be released from his
agreement, Coverall agreed to do so only
if Mr Patel paid it money and released it
from its obligations to pay Mr Patel for the
cleaning services. Mr Patel did not accept
those conditions. Later, Coverall engaged
a debt collection agency to collect loan
instalment payments from Mr Patel.

That conduct was in the context of:


Coverall being an experienced
franchisor



Mr Eliaser being young, with no
business experience and no previous
experience of a franchise



Coverall having the sole right to collect
monies from its customers



Coverall knowing that Mr Eliaser
had not obtained legal, business or
accounting advice



Coverall knowing that Mr Eliaser had
an incentive to continue providing the
cleaning services because of the loan
from Coverall



Coverall having failed to comply with
certain requirements of the Franchising
Code (relating to the provision of
earnings information not based on
reasonable grounds, and entering into
the franchise agreement without first
obtaining a signed statement from Mr
Eliaser about seeking legal, business and
accounting advice)



Coverall making misrepresentations
in contravention of the ACL by
representing to Mr Eliaser that he
would obtain income of at least $4,000
a month, when it did have reasonable
grounds for making that representation.

Unconscionable Conduct
The Court found that Coverall had engaged
in unconscionable conduct in relation to Mr
Eliaser by:


failing to pay monies owed to him when
it had been paid by its customers, and
knowing that in order to undertake the
relevant cleaning services, Mr Eliaser
travelled a long distance and incurred
costs in so doing



charging him a ‘sales and marketing fee’
when he received no payment for the
work he had undertaken in the three
months prior, and when the franchise
agreement only allowed this fee to be
charged if Coverall had provided Mr
Eliaser with a gross volume of billings of
$4,000 per month, which it had not.
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In relation to Mr Patel, similar findings
of unconscionable conduct were made
but in respect of Mr Patel, that conduct
included:




telling Mr Patel that Coverall would
demand repayment of the loan if
he terminated the franchise, when
Coverall was not entitled to that
payment
offering to release Mr Patel from his
franchise agreement on terms that
he pay $6,500 and release Coverall
when Coverall had failed to provide
him the benefit of the franchise
agreement



engaging agents to demand payment
of the loan when Coverall had failed
to provide Mr Eliaser with the benefit
of the franchise



seeking from Mr Patel, if he refused
cleaning jobs, a release in respect of
all obligations, liabilities and claims
when that release was not required
by the franchise agreement.

Other breaches

Implications

The Court also found Coverall in breach
of the CCA by being in breach of
obligations under the Franchising Code.
It also found that Coverall had engaged
in misleading or deceptive conduct in
relation to representations it made about
the income the franchisees would obtain if
they purchased the franchise.

The decision serves as a reminder for
franchisors to ensure they:

Justice Murphy also found that the owner
and sole director of Coverall had been
involved in Coverall’s contravention. He
provided an undertaking to the Court that
he would not, for two years, be directly
or indirectly involved in the management
and/or marketing of a franchise business.
He was disqualified from managing
corporations for a period of two years,
ordered to pay a penalty of $30,000 and
pay a contribution of $5,000 toward the
ACCC’s legal costs. Importantly for the
franchisees, he was ordered to pay them
compensation for the loss and damage
they had suffered.



comply with all the obligations of the
Franchising Code



do not make inaccurate statements or
promises to potential franchisees



take care not to take advantage of
an unequal bargaining position with
franchisees.

For further information contact:
Anne Freeman, Partner
t +61 2 9253 9934
afreeman@piperalderman.com.au

In so finding, Justice Murphy applied the
decision in ACCC v Lux Distributors by
evaluating the conduct “by reference to a
normative standard of conscience which
may develop and change over time and
which must be understood and applied in
the context in which the circumstances
arise”.
Competition and Consumer News
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Boycott on site - The ACCC gives priority to the
CFMEU
Dispute Resolution Senior Associate, Ben Hartley looks at the ACCC’s recent
announcement to target the Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union
through Federal Court proceedings alleging a secondary boycott at various building
sites around Melbourne, as well as the ACCC’s other priorities in 2015.
In its Interim Report tabled in Federal
Parliament on 19 December 2014, the
Royal Commission into Trade Union
Governance and Corruption criticised
the legal system for not protecting Boral
following a CFMEU ‘black ban’ on Boral
as part of an on-going dispute between
the CFMEU and Grocon Pty Ltd. The legal
system was, according to Commissioner
Hayden, “fundamentally defective” with
the defects being “so great as to make
it easy for those whose goal is to defy
the rule of law.” The secondary boycott
provisions set out in the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 were also noted as
possibly being ineffective at deterring
illegal secondary boycotts by trade unions.
Parallel to the Royal Commission, the
ACCC had been investigating the alleged
conduct of the CFMEU and prior to the
Interim Report being tabled in Parliament,
issued proceedings in the Federal Court
of Australia against the CFMEU on 20
November 2014 for breaches of the
secondary boycott provisions of the
Competition and Consumer Act 2010.
This claim has been described by the
Chair of the ACCC, Mr Rod Sims, as
the “biggest secondary boycott case the
ACCC has ever taken” and is listed for
trial in September 2015 for a period of six
weeks.
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The proceedings against the CFMEU and the
comments made by Commissioner Hayden
in the Interim Report have prompted the
ACCC, in outlining its priorities in 2015,
to vow to take on the CFMEU and to
invite businesses to come forward and talk
to the ACCC about secondary boycott
activity. The driver of the proceedings is,
according to the ACCC, the damage to the
economy by way of lessening competition.
The State Secretary of the CFMEU is
alleged to have said, “We are at war with
Grocon and in a war you cut the supply
line” and, accordingly, it will be of interest to
businesses, particularly in the construction
industry, to see how the Federal Court deals
with the breaches of the secondary boycott
provisions alleged. The proceedings against
the CFMEU may see the union face up to
$10m in fines, with union officials facing
penalties of up to $220,000.

The ACCC will also target misconduct
by big business in 2015 following a claim
against Coles in 2014 that resulted in the
imposition of a $10m fine for engaging
in unconscionable conduct when dealing
with their suppliers. The success of these
proceedings is seen by the ACCC as an
important benchmark that can be applied
to other sectors beyond the supermarket
sector. The ACCC did indicate that it would
be monitoring Telstra’s revised deal for the
construction of the much maligned national
broadband network to ensure that Telstra
do not get an anti-competitive advantage.
The ACCC also indicated that during 2015
it would be carefully monitoring a wave of
state government privatisations this year,
including in relation to electricity networks,
to avoid a scenario where assets are sold
for a high price but done so in a way that
lessens competition and drives up the cost of
services to the consumer.
For further information contact:
Ben Hartley, Senior Associate
t +61 3 8665 5553
bhartley@piperalderman.com.au
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Innovative arguments by Innovator
The Federal Court has ordered Pharmacor to provide preliminary discovery to
GlaxoSmithKline Australia of evidence regarding Osteomol 665, a competitor
of GSK’s Panadol Osteo, including documents lodged in support of Pharmacor’s
application for Therapeutic Goods Administration approval of Ostemol 665. The
Court granted the application on the basis that it would allow GSK to determine
whether to bring proceedings against Pharmacor under the Australian Consumer
Law. Lawyer, Leonora Tyers reviews the decision, which is seen as a positive for
innovators trying to halt the listing of generic products.
Background
GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) has marketed and
supplied a “modified release” paracetamol
product, Panadol Osteo, in Australia
since 2005. Panadol Osteo provides
rapid pain relief, which is sustained
for up to 8 hours after administration,
due to specific properties affecting its
paracetamol release rate (Properties),
which are protected by a patent (Patent).
At the time of the judgment, Panadol
Osteo was the only Medicare-subsidised
“modified release” oral paracetamol
product included on the Schedule of
Pharmaceutical Benefits (PBS).
On 20 August 2014, two “modified
release” paracetamol products
(Pharmacor Products), both sponsored
by Pharmacor, were approved for supply
in Australia by the TGA, on the basis that
they were “bioequivalent” to Panadol
Osteo. Shortly thereafter, Pharmacor
applied to the Pharmaceutical Evaluation
Branch of the Department of Health
(PEB) to have the Pharmacor Products
listed on the PBS as a “new brand” of
Panadol Osteo. The PEB will only approve
a product as a “new brand” where it is
advised by the TGA that the products are
equivalent.
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Following Pharmacor’s application to
the PEB, GSK became concerned that
Pharmacor could be infringing the Patent
or, alternatively, contravening the ACL.
However, it did not have sufficient evidence
to assess whether its concerns were
justified, and so applied to the Federal Court
for a preliminary discovery order, seeking
to compel Pharmacor to furnish evidence
prior to the commencement of formal
proceedings.

Federal Court Rule 7.23

GSK’s potential claims
The main issue in contention was whether
GSK reasonably believed it may have a
claim. In this regard, GSK argued that
either:


the Properties of the Pharmacor
Products were the same as Panadol
Osteo, meaning that Pharmacor was
infringing the Patent



the Properties of the Pharmacor
Products differed from Panadol
Osteo, and the products were
not bioequivalent, meaning that
Pharmacor’s representations to
the TGA and the PEB regarding
bioequivalence were misleading or
deceptive, in breach of sections 18
and 29 of the ACL



the Properties of the Pharmacor
Products differed from Panadol
Osteo and, although the products
were bioequivalent, they did not
have an identical therapeutic
performance, such that Pharmacor’s
anticipated promotion of the
Pharmacor Products to pharmacists
and consumers as “bioequivalent”,
“interchangeable”, “substitutable” or
“as good as” Panadol Osteo, would
be misleading or deceptive, in breach
of sections 18 and 29 of the ACL.

In order for the Court to order Pharmacor
to make preliminary discovery, GSK had to
establish that it:


reasonably believed it may have a claim



did not have sufficient information
to decide whether to commence
proceedings, having made reasonable
enquiries



reasonably believed that Pharmacor
had, or was likely to have, control
of evidence directly relevant to the
question of whether it had a claim



reasonably believed that inspecting
the evidence would assist GSK in
determining whether to commence
proceedings.
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The parties agreed that the Properties
of the Pharmacor Products differed from
those of Panadol Osteo and, as such, that
the Pharmacor Products did not infringe
the Patent. GSK contended, therefore,
that it necessarily had a reasonable belief
it may have claims against Phamacor
under the ACL.
Pharmacor’s “representations” to the TGA
and the PEB
Justice Beach held that GSK could not
reasonably believe it had a claim against
Pharmacor on the basis that Pharmacor
represented to the TGA and the PEB
that the Pharmacor Products were
bioequivalent to Panadol Osteo. His
Honour found that the TGA had formed
its own opinion of the bioequivalence
of the products, based on complete and
accurate information it had been provided
by Pharmacor. Further, it was the TGA, as
opposed to Pharmacor, which advised the
PEB that the products were bioequivalent.
His Honour also noted that, even
if Pharmacor had made misleading
statements to the TGA or the PEB (e.g.
by providing the TGA with incomplete or
inaccurate information), statements made
to regulatory bodies in the exercise of
their regulatory functions are not in “trade
or commerce”, and so are outside the
scope of the ACL.
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Pharmacor’s intended promotion of the
Pharmacor Products to consumers and
pharmacists
However, Justice Beach did find that GSK
reasonably believed it may have claim under
the ACL in relation to Pharmacor’s intended
promotion of the Pharmacor Products to
pharmacists and consumers.
Pharmacor’s evidence was that it intended
to promote the Pharmacor Products as
“approved by the TGA as bioequivalent to
Panadol Osteo” and “listed on the PBS as
interchangeable or substitutable for Panadol
Osteo” (Statements). Although the literal
truth of the Statements was not challenged,
His Honour found that they were “halftruths”, which potentially represented to the
reasonable consumer that the Pharmacor
Products were therapeutically identical
Panadol Osteo. More particularly, His
Honour held that the Statements were
likely to be interpreted by the reasonable
consumer as meaning that the Pharmacor
Products were entirely interchangeable
and substitutable with Panadol Osteo,
and provided identical benefits without
discrimination. This was enhanced, rather
than mitigated, by the reference to the TGA.
Further, His Honour accepted that, on their
PBS listing, pharmacists were likely to treat
the Pharmacor Products as the same as
Panadol Osteo for all relevant purposes, and
would be likely to supply and promote them
to consumers accordingly.
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Justice Beach held that there was sufficient
evidence for GSK to reasonably believe
that the therapeutic performance of the
Pharmacor Products was not identical to
Panadol Osteo. In particular, His Honour:


noted that Pharmacor admitted that
the Pharmacor Products had different
Properties to Panadol Osteo



viewed the TGA’s concept of
“bioequivalence” as imprecise, fluid and
not necessarily reflective of the in vivo
performance of drugs



accepted GSK’s submission that
bioequivalence testing generally does
not require a comparison of the
properties of products that affect the
time to onset, or duration, of pain relief,
and that these factors significantly alter
the performance of “modified release”
paracetamol products



noted that the low level of similarity
between the properties required to
establish bioequivalence means that
bioequivalent products may still have
quite different properties



noted that there is debate as to
whether bioequivalence is the same as
therapeutic equivalence.
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Other requirements
His Honour found that GSK did not have
sufficient material regarding this potential
claim to decide whether to commence
proceedings. GSK’s inquiries, which included
requests to Pharmacor, the TGA and the
Department of Health, were considered
to be reasonable, and the evidence was
both likely to be in Pharmacor’s control and
directly relevant to the question of whether
GSK should issue proceedings. His Honour
therefore ordered that Pharmacor make
preliminary discovery to GSK, to allow
it to determine whether to commence
proceedings under the ACL.

Key points


Preliminary discovery will only be
ordered where the applicant shows
that its potential claim has some merit.
Further, if a party already has sufficient
evidence to support a cause of action,
preliminary discovery will generally not
be ordered.



Statements which are literally true
may nevertheless be misleading and
deceptive by what they represent to the
reasonable consumer.



Submissions to regulatory bodies are
generally not considered to be in “trade
or commerce”, and so fall outside the
scope of the ACL.



Although Pharmacor was ordered to
make preliminary discovery, it was
also given the opportunity to revise its
marketing strategy prior to launching the
Pharmacor Products, and thus avoid a
potential breach of the ACL.

For further information contact:
Leonora Tyers, Lawyer
t +61 2 9253 3805
ltyers@piperalderman.com.au
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